
AN HATECH SERVICE BRIEF

The 13th Month 
Cloud Assessment 
& Optimization
The cloud can feel like a bad date – over-
promising and under-delivering. But the cloud 
can also deliver cost savings and performance 
improvements. 

This is how to make it happen.

https://hatech.io


84% of IT leaders aren’t 
realizing the value they 

expected from the cloud.

BUT YOU CAN

There’s a good reason why cost containment and 
governance are the #1 cloud priorities for tech 
leaders. Having rushed into the cloud because 
“it’s the thing to do” many companies are just 
now realizing that without a proactive plan and 
technology tools to prevent it, the cloud can 
spiral costs out of control and cause massive 
governance headaches. 

The 13th Month Cloud Assessment & Optimization 
service from HATech is about getting back to the 
value the cloud promises. It’s about making sure 
your application is available when it needs to be, 
and that you’re containing costs and mitigating 
security and compliance risks.

Available for AWS, Azure, Google Cloud and 
CenturyLink Cloud, the 13th Month Cloud 
Assessment & Optimization is a complete 
assessment of your cloud environment and 
implementation of top-priority recommendations 
to get you the cost savings, performance 
improvements, resiliency, availability, and security 
that the cloud can deliver – to help ensure value 
realization.

13th Month Cloud Assessment & Optimization is 
a one-time service. Follow it with Infrastructure 
Monitoring & Optimization for ongoing 
assessment and optimization to ensure that 
you’re getting value from the cloud – not only 
today, but into the future.
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CUT COSTS BY UP 
TO 80%
Get back to a business-
first approach to decision 
making. Right-size your 
infrastructure, take 
advantage of spot instances 
without risking downtime, 
automatically turn resources 
off and on, find and 
eliminate unused resources 
across your entire portfolio 
– these are just some of the 
easy ways to reduce your 
cloud costs by up to 80%.

DELIVER FOR YOUR 
CUSTOMERS
Your ability to deliver for your 
customers depends chiefly 
on application availability 
– which in turn depends 
on scalability, resiliency, 
security, and compliance. 
These are too often cloud 
afterthoughts, or they’re 
prioritized at the expense of 
cost containment. You can 
have both, when you have a 
cloud-specific architecture 
strategy.

GOVERN YOUR 
CLOUD
From cost containment to 
mitigating security risks 
and ensuring regulatory 
compliance, governance 
is a top challenge for most 
IT leaders. Subject to 30+ 
regulatory standards with 
serious repercussions (from 
fines to brand damage) for 
non-compliance? Get full 
visibility into your cloud 
environment to be sure that 
you are containing costs, 
mitigating security risks, and 
following the rules.

THE 13TH MONTH CLOUD ASSESSMENT & 
OPTIMIZATION ENABLES YOU TO:

hatech.io
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 ; Self-service
 ; Systems monitoring
 ; Application monitoring
 ; DevOps toolchain
 ; Cost control
 ; Measurement & metrics
 ; Backup & restore
 ; Continuous integration
 ; Continuous delivery
 ; Continuous deployment
 ; Business focus
 ; System availability
 ; System scaling
 ; Configuration management
 ; System management
 ; Performance tuning
 ; Security standards
 ; Data management
 ; Engineering standards

ASSESSMENT

 ; Leverage self-healing automation 
to resolve compliance problems

 ; Identify and fix security 
and compliance issues 
programmatically via snapbacks, 
guardrails and automated 
security group cleanups

 ; Automatically determine and 
enforce the best possible mix of 
server sizes, types, and lifecycles 
for your workloads

 ; Automatically leverage cloud 
excess capacity (spot instances) 
without risking downtime

 ; Automatically optimize cluster 
utilization

 ; Implement resource scheduling
 ; Automatically resize, terminate, 

and restore instances to match 
capacity needs

 ; Implement automatic sizing at 
the server level and container 
level

OPTIMIZATION
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13TH MONTH TOOLCHAIN
13th Month Cloud Assessment & Optimization is about getting you the value that the 
cloud can deliver. We have a range of technology partners we leverage to help us make 
that happen.

WHAT’S INCLUDED
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80% AWS EC2 
SAVINGS + 84% 
AZURE VM SAVINGS
When this Fortune 20 
technology company 
integrated Spotinst into its 
cloud management platform, 
it was able to deliver massive 
savings to its customers – and 
establish a steep competitive 
edge for itself. Spotinst 
enables this company, and 
its customers, to save up 
to 80% off AWS EC2 costs 
and 84% off of Azure VM 
costs by tapping cloud 
excess compute capacity 
(spot instances) without 
compromising on high 
availability.

CLOUD VISIBILITY 
ENABLES 
CHARGEBACK
When this Ivy League 
university implemented 
CloudCheckr it instantly 
got full visibility into cloud 
usage – and spend – across 
the colleges, departments, 
and other users that shared 
the school’s cloud platform. 
With that visibility, the IT 
organization implemented 
a chargeback model where 
users are charged for the cost 
of their cloud resources, a 
model that has enabled more 
efficient utilization and cost 
savings as well.

66% COST 
SAVINGS + 100s OF 
DEVELOPER HOURS
When this ticket 
sales and distribution 
platform implemented 
Kubernetes it realized that 
it was consuming a lot of 
developer time to provision, 
manage, and scale the 
clusters underneath the 
containerized application. 
Integrating Spotinst to 
automate management of 
the underlying cluster of 
instances, the company’s 
development team was able 
to focus its time and energy 
on application development 
– and save 66% on its cloud 
computing costs at the same 
time.

VALUE REALIZED
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In many companies, 
employees are incentivized 
to maintain the status quo. 

Whether it’s to protect a 
job or a budget, or both, 
most employees are not 
incentivized to be more 

efficient. We are. Because 
we only make money when 

you save money, we’re 
incentivized to deliver you 

dramatic results. 

WE’RE 
INCENTIVIZED TO 
SAVE YOU MONEY

At any given time we’ll have 
a couple dozen projects 

running for different types 
of companies, at different 

stages, in different industries. 
Across those projects, we’re 
always learning – about new 
challenges companies face, 
and new solutions to those 
challenges – and applying 
those learnings for all our 

clients.

YOU BENEFIT FROM 
OUR WORK WITH 

OTHER COMPANIES

New cloud practices and 
tools come out every week. 

You’re busy running your 
business, so you don’t really 

keep up to speed with what’s 
going on. We do, because 

that’s our business. We stay 
up on the new technologies 

and approaches and 
strategies and bring them 

back to you.

STAYING UP-TO-
DATE ON THE 

LATEST TECH IS OUR 
CORE COMPETENCY
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WHY HATECH



350 South Mill Ave. Ste B-201 
Tempe, AZ 85281

480.378.2844

PHOENIX, AZ LAS VEGAS, NV

702.805.0326

2471 W Horizon Ridge Pkwy Ste 100 
Henderson, NV 89052

READY TO START REALIZING THE VALUE OF THE CLOUD?
Let’s have a conversation about how we can make it happen.

hatech.io sales@hatech.io 

https://hatech.io
https://hatech.io
mailto:sales%40hatech.io?subject=Inquiry%20RE%3A%2013th%20Month%20Cloud%20Assessment%20%26%20Optimization

